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Intelligent Transport System (ITS)

Creating Comfortable,
Convenient Driving

ITS technologies now being realized at
Nissan promise driving that is more
efficient, environmentally friendly,
comfortable and enjoyable.
The Lane-Keep Support System
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TITAN CREW CAB

The number of CARWINGS-capable

technologies that make driving more efficient and
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platform
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and other information; make hands-free
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engineers to perform complete
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Nissan is also working on new metallic

and midpoints via mobile phone or PC.

materials research that promises to
reduce weight while increasing
strength: laser welding, injection
molding, high-speed deformation
strength analysis, and the reduction of
friction within and the size of engines

Lane-Keep Support System
The Lane-Keep Support System helps to keep the car
within its lane, even when the car is affected by road
inclination or crosswinds. This reduces driver strain and
improves driving comfort.

and transmissions through material
surface modification and ultra-precision
micro surface machining.
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